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Recent studies suggest that there may be age-related changes in the syntactic complexity of the
sentences which people produce (eg, Kemper et al., 2001). However, the evidence typically relies
upon small samples of speech and syntactic complexity is measured in terms of sentence length or
the number of constituents used. Studies rarely involve measures that address the processing
complexity of full grammatical representations. Natural language parsers have been developed to
detect grammatical structure differences, for the purposes, for example, of author validation. As these
parsers use generalised phrase structure grammar, they provide an ideal tool to examine age-related
syntactic change in sentence production at the level of processing complexity.
We recorded 43 young (20-40yrs) and 30 older (60-90yrs) adults speaking about aspects of their
personal lives. Their speech was transcribed, and a representative two minute excerpt taken from
each participant for syntactic analysis. Syntactic structure and processing measures were obtained by
passing the utterances through RASP, a natural language parser (Briscoe et al., 2006). The parser,
using a statistical grammar tuned with large corpora, thereby bases its syntactic analysis on
representative language use in English. Such processing measures have been shown to relate to
aspects of cognitive processing (Hale, 2001; Roark, 2007).
We investigated three different syntactic aspects of speech. First, we compared the proportion of
utterances that could be parsed successfully to give a measure of the well-formedness of the speech.
Then we turned to structural measures such as the relative frequency of grammatical dependency
types (e.g. modifier, subject, or object) and the longest spanning dependency relation as these are
most similar to previous research in age-related changes in language production. Finally, we
evaluated syntactic complexity by calculating processing measures, such as the number of parser
actions and amount of parser memory needed to construct the grammatical structure of an utterance.
The greater the number of parsing actions and the more parser memory, the more complex the
utterance. (eg Roark, 2007). These syntactic complexity measures, we assume, tap into the
automatic, unconscious aspects of syntactic processing.
There were no age-related differences in the grammaticality of the speech nor in any of the
structural measures. There were significant differences, however, on both types of parsing measures:
To construct a syntactic representation of older adults’ speech using the parser required fewer parsing
actions and memory resources than that of young adults.
These results show that while young and older adults produce equally grammatical sentences, the
speech of young adults tends to be more complex. This complexity difference emerges at the level of
the whole utterance, rather than any simple count measure. This difference may be related to known
changes in brain structure across the life span (cf. Tyler et al., 2010).
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